, LLC
14300 N Northsight Blvd #126
Scottsdale, Arizona 85260
480 278 5930

E Mail: msmock@business-buyer-directory.com

Business Buyer Directory, LLC refers established companies for sale with > $1MM EBITDA, all industries, for a nominal, buyer paid, “success only” referral fee, paid only if purchased.
There is no cost or obligation to pursue this company for sale.

================================================================================
FLORIDA’S LARGEST LANDSCAPING DEALERSHIP
Annual Revenue: $19,262,457
Annual EBITDA: $1,775,407
This is the premier source for the very best brands in the industry. It is the largest facility of its type in
Florida.
This Dealership offers a "one stop shop" for landscape professionals and discerning homeowners. It
offers the largest selection of equipment and accessories.
Factory trained and certified techs provide service & repairs as well as major overhauls.
Facilities:
Main Showroom with 29,150 sq. ft and Warehouse with 10,148. State of the art facility in
Commercial/Industrial Complex. Facility is extremely attractive.
Competition:
The size of the dealership and their reputation of excellent service has left this company with no
major competitors in their market.
Growth & Expansion:
The dealership has no outside sales force. Additional product lines could also increase sales.
Support & Training:
A training and transition period are included in the sale. There is a long-term consulting
agreement that is negotiable.
Reason for Selling:
Retirement
This information is secured from sources BUSINESS BUYER DIRECTORY, LLC, “BBD”, believes to be reliable and accurate. BBD makes no representations or warranties
whatsoever as to the accuracy of any of this information. Interested parties of the above noted company must verify the accuracy of this information and conduct their own
due diligence and bear all risk for any information inaccuracies. BBD: does NOT represent this company or its agents, is not a business broker; are not FINRA/ NASD
registered, provides only seller contact information, no advisory inputs. This is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation to sell securities. Information is void where prohibited.

